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Executive Summary
The following report details the project work completed by MNP, as engaged by Saddle Hills County from June 2020 to April 

2021. It outlines the various steps taken to help Saddle Hills County and its municipal partners ( the“G5”)  including the MD of

Spirit River, Birch Hills County, the Town of Spirit River and the Village of Rycroft progress in the development of a regional 

water service. 

The project focused on evaluating different opportunities for the municipal partners in considering a governance model and 

delivery method for the water utility. Various stakeholder engagement took place during the project to gather input from all 

municipal partners.   

This report tracks the various phases of the project, and articulates where key discussions were made and formally 

documents agreement amongst the municipal partners. Key decisions made during the project and documented in this 

report include:

• A commitment to the guiding vision and principles for the Regional Water Utility Initiative, developed on March 18/19, 2021.

• All municipal partners agree to model, analyze, and then decide upon the most appropriate delivery method and 

governance model for the regional utility with the following confirmed:

• Will look to select a partially contracted delivery method where finance, own/operate and maintain phases are 

municipally led and design and build phases are contracted to a third party; and

• Currently utilize an intermunicipal agreement as a governance model, with the likelihood of developing a municipality 

controlled corporation in the future.
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1. Data Collection and Initial 

Analysis

MNP will review background 

materials and previously completed 

reports.

3. Recommendations and Reporting  

MNP will summarize the research and 

analysis and will draft a report with 

recommendations.

2. Options

Analysis

MNP will develop and deliver 2 workshops 

to engage relevant stakeholders.

The G5 requested MNP perform analysis and deliver assessments that will allow them to make informed 

decisions on the implementation of the most appropriate governance and operational model for the regional 

service. Additionally, the five municipalities also wanted to understand the risks and financial impacts of moving 

towards a regional water service. MNP’s 3-phased workplan is outlined below.

Project Background
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Governance Model Assessment

Available governance options will be 

explored with eye to transition to a 

stable future state

Operational Model Assessment

Considerations around project 

lifecycle and delivery methods 

will be discussed

Risk Assessment

Risk considerations will be discussed 

and evaluated as they relate to 

different delivery methods and 

governance models

Project Approach and Objectives

6
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Project Activities: Overview
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Project Timeline

8
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Project Collaboration Committee

The term project “Collaboration Committee”  - was used to define how the 

members of the G5 would participate in developing the shared water utility.

The requirements of the committee were discussed in the first workshop that took 

place, September 2020. 

After that workshop, a Terms of Reference (ToR) was also drafted to outline the 

agreement of the parties in participating in the Collaboration Committee. The ToR

was drafted to provide pragmatic guidelines for the Committee and to assist it in 

providing advice and recommendations to their respective Councils. 

10
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Acting as a Project Ambassador

Members will serve as the representative for their 

respective councils. They will be expected to 

communicate project updates, other relevant 

information, ideas, concerns and opportunities 

between the CC and their community. 

Attending Committee Meetings 

Members will be required to attend meetings 

to discuss proposed governance, operating 

and financial components of Regional Water 

System. 

Providing Feedback

MNP will work directly with the CC and obtain 

feedback at different stages of the process of 

designing the governance and operating model.

Be Collaborative

The CC is expected to convene in the spirit of 

open and transparent collaboration in good 

faith. They will be the conduit to their 

respective Councils, bringing forward findings, 

recommendations and key decision points.

Project Collaboration Committee Requirements 
The Following Requirements Were Presented at Workshop 1 and Drafted Into the ToR

311
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Project Background
Workshop 1: Project Overview

During the September workshop, materials in this section were presented to inform all 

participants of the current state of the five (5) regional partners, and develop a baseline of 

understanding between the participating parties. 

These materials were developed based on the engineering report completed (Central 

Peace Regional Water System Strategy), and with information provided by the G5. 

12
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Saddle Hills 
County

13

Profile 

Attributes
Saddle Hills County

Population 2,343 (as of 2019)

Water Rates $4/m3

Existing Assets 1. Woking Water Treatment Plant (1979) 

• Capacity of 199m3/day

• Services 120 residents

• Small facility, upgrades planned for near future

2. Ksituan Water Treatment Plant (2016) 

• Capacity of 485m3/day

• Services 500 residents

• New facility, built for short term relief

3. Bonanza Water Treatment Plant (2016) 

• Capacity of 450m3/day

• Services 700 residents

• New facility, built for short term relief

4. Savanna Water Treatment Plant 

(Coming online Sept. 2020) 

• Will service ~600 residents

Financial 

Snapshot (2019)

Revenue: $230,125

Expenses: $611,294

Net Income: ($381,169)

R/E ratio: 38%
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Birch Hills 
County
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Profile 

Attributes
Birch Hills County

Population 1,593  (as of 2019)

Water Rates • Residential + Agricultural: $6.25/m3

• Commercial + Industrial: $12.50/m3

Existing Assets 1. Eaglesham Water Treatment Plant

• Built in 2008

• Capacity of 576m3/day

• Services 350 residents

• Well-sized facility in good condition

• Has room to incorporate long-term upgrades

2. Wanham Pumphouse

3. Tangent Pumphouse

4. Deactivated water line running from Belloy to Peace 

River, close proximity to existing water lines

Financial 

Snapshot

Revenue: $264,453

Expenses: $497,191

Net Income: ($232,738)

R/E ratio: 53%
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Village of
Rycroft
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Profile 

Attributes
Village of Rycroft

Population 618 (as of 2019)

Water Rates • Users within village limits:

$7.25/m3 + $16 monthly flat fee

• Users outside village limits:

$7.25/m3+$150 monthly flat fee

Existing Assets 1. The Rycroft Water Treatment Plant (1982)

• Last upgraded in 2013

• Capacity of 830m3/day

• Services 650 residents

• Processes 250m3/day on average with a peak of 

650m3/day

• Challenging raw water source quality leads 

continuous plant upgrades

Financial 

Snapshot

Revenue: $378,194

Expenses: $474,950

Net Income: ($96,756)

R/E ratio: 80%

Note – Water break in Feb. 2019 incorporated 
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Town of 
Spirit River
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Profile 

Attributes
Town of Spirit River

Population 906 (as of 2019)

Water Rates • Residential Rate:

$40 for first 2000 gallons ($5.28 /m3 ) and $12 per 

additional 1000 gallons 

• Commercial Rate:

$54 for first 2000 gallons ($7.13/m3 )and $12.25 per 

additional 1000 gallons 

• Bulk Rate:

$27.50 per 1000 gallons ($7.23/m3 )

Existing Assets 1. The Town of Spirit River Water Treatment Plant (1989)

• Last upgraded in 2009

• Capacity of 2,290 m3/day

• Services 1,100 residents

• Processes 643 m3/day on average with a peak of 

1,400 m3/day

• Well-sized facility in good condition

• Main operational challenge is water quality

Financial 

Snapshot

Revenue: $706,250

Expenses: $547,639

Net Income: $158,611

R/E ratio: 129%
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MD Spirit
River
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Profile 

Attributes
MD Spirit River

Population 737 (as of 2019)

Water Rates N / A

Existing Assets No existing water infrastructure

Residents obtain potable water from either 

the Spirit River or Rycroft WTP

Financial 

Snapshot

N / A
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Map of Water Treatment Plants

*Based on Engineering Assessment Report 

18
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Based on Proposed Phases from Engineering Report and Pro-rated on Population

Sample Capital Contribution Distribution

1 2 3 4 6

Event Title

This is a sample text. You 

simply add your own 

text here. 

Construct raw water 

pipeline from intake to 

regional hub location, 

extend existing raw 

water lines

Construct a new 

regional hub

Construct intake on 

Peace River
Extend raw water lines 

Convert raw water lines 

to potable water lines, 

extend existing potable 

water lines

Municipality Prorate

Saddle Hills 6.32 M

Birch Hills 4.41 M

Rycroft 1.73 M

Spirit River 2.84 M

MD Spirit River 1.99 M

Municipality Prorate

Saddle Hills 7.87 M

Birch Hills 5.48 M

Rycroft 2.15 M

Spirit River 3.52 M

MD Spirit River 2.47 M

Municipality Prorate

Saddle Hills 17.72 M

Birch Hills 12.33 M

Rycroft 4.84 M

Spirit River 7.94 M

MD Spirit River 5.57 M

Municipality Prorate

Saddle Hills 8.64 M

Birch Hills 6.02 M

Rycroft 2.36 M

Spirit River 3.87 M

MD Spirit River 2.71 M

Municipality Prorate

Saddle Hills 13.4 M

Birch Hills 9.34 M

Rycroft 3.66 M

Spirit River 6.00 M

MD Spirit River 4.21 M

Even Split 3.46 M Even Split 4.30 M Even Split 9.68 M Even Split 4.72 M Even Split 7.32 M

19
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Workshop 1: Governance Models and Criteria

In September 2020, MNP facilitated Central Regional Water Utility Workshop 1 with the 

members of the G5. The objective of this workshop was to introduce the various governance 

models that the G5 could consider for their shared water utility, and discuss which criteria the 

G5 could use to evaluate these models.

Overall the workshop was meant to inform participants. During the discussion, members of the 

G5 expressed interest in taking the information presented back to their respective councils for 

their input. This request led to the development of the municipal questionnaire.

This section documents the information on governance models and criteria presented in 

Workshop 1.

21
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Governance Options (in Alberta)

22
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Non-Viable Options: Non-Profit Structures 

Part 9 Companies

• Under the Alberta Companies Act, Part 9 Companies are formed to promote art, science, religion, charity or other similar 

endeavours, or they may be formed solely to promote recreation for their members. 

• When a non-profit organization would be involved in business operations (generating revenue), it cannot distribute profit to 

members (prohibits payment of any dividend to its members).

Societies 

• Organizations incorporated under the Societies Act cannot be engaged in any type of active ongoing business operations.

• Restricted to any benevolent, philanthropic, charitable, provident, scientific, artistic, literary, social, educational, agricultural, and 

sporting activities.

• Cannot make a profit and distribute to members. 

Since the Regional Water Utility would be unable to provide evidence in the Articles of Incorporation that it was forming to 

meet the areas of operation restricted to a Part 9 Company or Societies neither of these options are viable. 

23
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• Intermunicipal agreements are entered into between two or more 

municipalities. 

• Participating municipalities pass a resolution of council to become a 

part of the agreement. These agreements can lead to the formation 

of an authority, board or committee that can oversee the provision 

of services on a regional basis. 

• Municipal services provided by a regional authority, board or 

committee which was formed by an intermunicipal agreement are 

subject to the Municipal Government Act as if the municipality was 

providing the service.

• The liability of the regional authority, board or committee remains 

with each separate municipality.

• Intermunicipal agreements are generally meant to achieve a specific 

and narrow objective and allow greater independence than other 

forms of regional governance. 

• These agreements can assist municipalities with achieving greater 

economies of scale and promote regional cooperation.

Intermunicipal 
Agreement 

24
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Intermunicipal Agreement Example: 
Whitecourt and Woodlands County 
Formation:

• March 2013, the Town of Whitecourt and Woodlands County entered into the Agreement for 
Whitecourt to provide water and wastewater services to the Woodlands within an agreed upon 
service area. 

• This master Water and Wastewater Agreement was signed in conjunction with, and 
philosophically linked to, the amendment to the Cost Sharing Agreement on March 11, 2013 
where the county agreed to annually transfer 10.4 per cent of its total linear revenue to the town. 

Operations: 

• From a regional planning perspective, the expansion of the water system allowed the two 
municipalities to work together to attract investment, maximize the highest and best use of land, 
provide investors more options and flexibility for development on an equitable basis, and defer 
annexation of land.

• Woodlands County paid a lump sum capital contribution of $400,000 to the Town in recognition 
of past capital costs incurred by Whitecourt so that County residential developments and the 
Whitecourt Airport could connect to the $90 million in infrastructure assets owned by the Town.  
Woodlands County utility customers pay the same water consumption charges as Whitecourt 
customers.

• In addition, Woodlands Business Park developments pay a service fee to provide for the future 
expansion of the Whitecourt water and wastewater systems.

25
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• Regional Service Commissions (RSCs) allow Alberta municipalities to 

work collaboratively with other municipalities to deliver effective and 

accessible services. Regional services commissions are entities set up 

by two or more municipalities that provide services on a regional 

basis to clients within (and outside with Minister’s approval) the 

members’ boundaries. 

• Regional services commissions are intended to provide services at 

the lowest cost. Commissions are prohibited from operating with the 

intention of making a profit and any financial surplus may not be 

distributed back to the member municipalities as earnings. 

• The rates charged by a regional services commission for services 

must be established by bylaw and be based on a full-cost recovery 

rate model. Regional services commissions are eligible for loans 

from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority. 

• Regional services commissions have their own distinct legal status 

with natural person powers, separate from municipalities. 

• The commission is run by a board of directors who are appointed 

according to the commission’s board appointments bylaw. Directors 

who represent a municipality must be a councillor of that 

municipality.

Regional Services 
Commission (RSC)

26
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Regional Services Commission Example:  Mountain 
View Regional Water Services Commission 

Formation:

• The idea of a regional system was conceived in 1973, when the towns of Innisfail, Bowden, 

Olds, Didsbury, Carstairs and Crossfield approached the provincial government about 

building a water treatment plant and pipeline to provide a safe reliable source of potable 

water for its citizens.

• The project was completed in 1977, with production and pumping beginning in November 

1977. The provincial government operated the AHWTP from 1977 to 1992. 

• In 1992 the legislature and the owners incorporated the MVRWSC and operation was taken 

over in 1993. 

Operations:

• The MVRWSC is directed by a Board, which consists of one member of council from each 

town and an independent administrator.

27

Six Communities formed the 

Commission 
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• Municipally controlled corporations (MCCs) are for-profit 

corporations where a municipality (or group of municipalities) holds 

more than 50% of the votes in electing directors of the corporation. 

• A controlled corporation may be formed to provide facilities or 

municipal services. Controlled corporations are similar to other 

privately owned business corporations, but must comply with 

specific requirements under the Municipal Government Act and the 

Control of Corporations Regulation. Although municipalities 

maintain the controlling interest in these corporations, day-to-day 

operations occur at arm’s length.

• A municipal controlled corporation is a separate legal entity from its 

municipal shareholders. This means that they are able to hire staff, 

administer payrolls, own property and raise capital independent of 

the municipalities involved. Municipal controlled corporations are 

not able to borrow directly from the Alberta Capital Finance 

Authority. Unless imposed by the Minister, there are no geographic 

restrictions on where a municipal controlled corporation can operate 

within Alberta.

Municipally 
Controlled 
Corporation 
(MCCs)

28
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MCC Example: Aquatera

Formation:

• In 2004, a unanimous shareholders agreement, bylaws, articles of association, and franchise 
agreements were signed by shareholders in order to officially create our company.

• Aquatera assumed the assets of the Clairmont and Sexsmith water and wastewater systems in 
2005. In 2010, a new unanimous shareholders agreement, bylaws and articles of association 
were amended by shareholders and major changes were made to the board structure and 
providing guaranteed cash dividends with board discretion on increases.

• The changes improved governance and long term sustainability while reducing pressure for 
increases to rates.

• Effective in June 2011, a nine member board comprised of business, financial and legal 
professionals was unanimously appointed by Shareholders; the current Board does not include 
any elected municipal representatives. 

Operations:

• Aquatera shareholders retain rate setting authority.

• Each municipality may choose to adopt the recommended rates, or choose to subsidize 
services for its residents.

• Each of the shareholders has invested the water and wastewater infrastructure assets into 
Aquatera upon formation of the company, receiving preferred shares for the value of their 
investment.

• These shares receive a mandatory dividend of five per cent annually.
29
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• A co-operative is a business organization started by people who 

want to use services or buy goods as a group, have an equal say in 

how the business is run, and share in any profits the business makes. 

• With equitable distribution (one member one vote), all shares are 

par value. Each member or delegate has only one vote at a 

members' meeting.

• Membership is available to persons who can use the cooperative's 

services and accept the responsibilities of membership. Requires 

community individuals to purchase a lifelong membership share.

• The co-op grows by serving its members who purchase its products 

or services. The members have direct and equal influence over 

business operation by voting on key board decisions and electing 

board members.

• The board re-invests profits into local community projects or to 

evolve the co-op; sharing profits with all members through 

patronage payments.

• Alberta Water Federation of Rural Water Co-operatives:

• The water co-ops were formed to pool resources, to share 

ownership and costs, and to share the benefits of a self-owned 

system.

• There are over 170 water co-ops in the province, 101 of which 

are members of the Federation.

Co-operative

30
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Cooperative Example: 
Rocky View Water Co-operative 
Formation:

• During the 1980s, many residents of the Municipal District of Rocky View in the Balzac, Symons 

Valley and Bearspaw areas were experiencing declining rates of flow from their wells as well as 

deteriorating quality and recognized the need for a reliable source and system of supply. They 

came together and the Co-op was formed soon after. Bearspaw Aqua Ltd. and its raw water 

supply facilities were acquired and by 1992 construction had begun on water treatment, storage 

and distribution facilities to serve these communities.

31

Operations: 

• Purchase of a Membership in the Co-op and one Capacity Unit (CU) provides the right to have a Service Connection installed on 

the treated water distribution system at a mutually agreed and appropriate location at the member’s expense.

• It also gives each Member participation rights in the form of one vote as a shareholder exercisable at annual and special general 

meetings and the potential opportunity to serve as a member of the nine-person Board of Directors or one of its committees 

either by invitation or through personal initiative.

• Individuals or corporations that hold an interest in property within our service area are eligible for membership.

• The current Membership Fee is $10, for which one Class “A” Voting Share will be issued. Purchase of a Membership must be 

accompanied by the acquisition of at least one CU either by purchase or transfer. The current CU purchase price, represented by 

10,000 Class B Non-Voting Shares, is $30,000.

Rocky View is a member of AFRWC
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• A public–private partnership is an arrangement between public and 

private sectors, it involves government and business working 

together to complete a project and/or to provide services to the 

population.

• For Alberta P3 projects, the public sector owns the facility and 

provides public services to Albertans. 

• For a P3 project, the private contractor provides some or all of the 

financing for the project, and designs and builds the project (often 

providing operations and maintenance for the project). 

• The private contractor then receives payments over an extended 

period of time, subject to deductions for failing to meet 

contractually defined performance standards. 

• The interplay between design, construction, operations, and 

maintenance and performance creates an “extended warranty” over 

the term of the contract. 

• P3 projects allow the public sector to focus on its core business: The 

public sector’s core focus should be on the defining the output it 

wants (i.e., x litres of clean water). The private sector is expected to 

provide the most effective solution to deliver on those outputs. 

Public 
Private 
Partnership (P3s)

32
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P3 Example: Evan-Thomas Water and 
Wastewater Treatment Facility in Kananaskis Country
Formation:

• The government signed the P3 contract, with a 10-year operating term, in October 2012 with Epcor

Water Services (the contractor). The contract required the plant to be ready by July 2, 2014.  

• Federal Funding: 9.95 Million

Operations:

• EPCOR designed, and constructed and provided partial financing for the project. EPCOR is also 

responsible for operations and maintenance for 10 years after construction is completed.

Typically a water treatment plant under the P3 structure is operated using the following model:

Build–own–operate (BOO): In a BOO project ownership of the project remains usually with the 

project company, such as EPCOR. Therefore, the private company gets the benefits of 

any residual value of the project. This framework is used when the physical life of the project 

coincides with the concession period. A BOO scheme involves large amounts of finance and long 

payback period.

33
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Implementation Considerations

Implementing a governance structure may 

require a phased approach.

• Potential to move into a transition state before reaching an 

ultimate future state (i.e. ideal governance structure).

• One governance structure may be chosen and 

implemented immediately, or it may require a temporary 

model.

Consider how governance options may fit into 

an ideal trajectory. 

• Similar to the construction phases, timelines, costs, and 

partners involved can change throughout execution.

• Phasing could be developed with consideration to 

construction timelines. 

34

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase  3 Phase 4 Phase 5 - 6

Capital Cost 

Estimate

($ Million)

17.3 21.5 13.9 17.7 16.8 23.6 9.2 8.3 19.1

Infrastructure 

Location

M.D. of Spirit 

River

M.D. of Spirit River, Town of 

Spirit River, Village of Rycroft,

M.D. of Spirit River, Town of 

Spirit River, Saddle Hills County
M.D. of Spirit River

Birch Hills County, M.D. Spirit River, 

Saddle Hills County

Description

Construct 

intake on 

Peace River

Construct raw water pipeline 

from intake to regional hub 

location, extend existing raw 

water lines

Extent raw water lines 
Construct a new 

regional hub

Convert raw water lines to potable 

water lines, extend existing potable 

water lines

Table 9 – 1  Option 1A Phasing, Central Peace Regional Water System Strategy
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Criteria to Consider

35

Operational Autonomy: What level of independence will the operating entity have from the participating parties? 

Borrowing Ability: Does the service provider need to borrow funds? 

Legal Powers: Does the service provider need to have natural person powers? 

Liability / Risk: How does the governance model protect or expose participating parties to risk and liability?

Potential for Longer-Term Expansion: Are there limitations to the physical span of the services? How does the model accommodate the addition 

of new users / partners?

Agility: How effectively does the model support resilient operations and flexible decision-making? 

Asset Ownership: What agreements / arrangements will need to be in place to ensure effective asset ownership and management? Does the 

service provider need to own land and property? Will the service provider need to have the ability to expropriate land? 

Mandate: Will services be provided as a business? To what degree will profit be realized and distributed to member municipalities? 

Regional Relationships: What governance model would ensure the sustainable relationship of the involved parties? 



Municipal Questionnaire 
and Interviews

36
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Municipal Questionnaire

Following the Central Regional Water Utility Workshop 1, MNP sent out a questionnaire to each 

of the five (5) participating municipalities (October 2020).

This questionnaire was designed to collect feedback on nine (9) criteria points that were 

introduced at Workshop 1 as points of consideration for deciding what is important in 

evaluating a governance model. 

The members of the G5 discussed the criteria with their respective Councils and sent their 

responses to MNP. After receiving responses, MNP anonymized and consolidated results. This 

information provided the groundwork for follow up municipal interviews, where the criteria 

introduced was further discussed.

37
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Municipal Questionnaire - Findings

38

Inconsistent Opinions on 

Operational Autonomy

Operational autonomy stood out as having a 

slightly lower level of agreement as a criteria 

that should be considered in evaluating 

governance models

High Level of Agreement for Most 

Evaluation Criteria

Generally, the results point to a high level of 

agreement amongst all parties for 

what criteria should be considered in 

evaluating governance models
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Municipal Interviews

In November 2020, MNP organized and conducted virtual interviews with the participating 

municipalities.

These interviews were designed to follow up on the criteria discussed in the municipal 

questionnaire, and the governance models presented during the Central Regional Water Utility 

Workshop 1.

These municipal interviews provided a platform for municipalities to express their preferences, 

comments and concerns regarding the Central Regional Water Utility project.

Responses regarding governance models and their criteria were consolidated to identify where 

consensus exists, and what further research or information was required to support decision 

making.

39
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Desire 

Long-Term 

Sustainability

A consistent, safe (high quality), 

affordable supply of water is of 

great value to citizens

Positive Sentiments 

Around Cooperation

The Municipalities have 

worked well together in the 

past – many appreciate this 

relationship and its benefits

Acknowledged 

Diverse Financial 

Positions

Regions understand they are 

coming in with varying financial 

capacity and degrees of 

organizational health

Municipal Interviews - Findings

40

Areas of Consensus

Concerns About 

Human Capital

Regions recognize the difficulty 

in retaining workforces and 

have concerns of being able to 

provide the appropriate 

“expertise” to support 

operations / effective decision-

making
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Varying Degrees of Desired 

Operational Autonomy

Some Regions discussed a preference 

for more hands-on decision-making; 

others desired more of an arm’s length 

relationship to operations

Differing Viewpoints on 

Mandate

Differing thoughts about whether the 

utility should “run like a business” or for 

“public good;” perception that these 

may be incompatible notions

Municipal Interviews - Findings

41

Areas to Increase Consensus

1) Argument for Utility having Operational Autonomy:
• Will run more self-sufficiently and require fewer resources from 

municipalities, including time and expertise (which may not exist)

• Will reduce / shift risk 

2) Argument for Regions Having More Control / Involvement: 
• Clearer line of sight to best interest of citizens

• More direct reporting to municipalities – for example if a Council member 

is sitting on the board, they can report back to the community

1) Argument for Utility Having a Business Mandate:
• Operate more efficiently and effectively to be more sustainable in the long term

• It may be able to offer a lower rate to citizens (due to operational efficiency)

• Will enable quick and flexible decision making

• Anticipated ROI supports a positive business case to the community 

2) Argument for Having a Public Serving Mandate: 
• Easier to deliver an affordable service: “we aren’t looking to make money”

• Negative opinions and stories from Aquatera or others operating as “big business”

• Disagree with the idea of a for-profit corporation running an essential service

• The bureaucratic process provides needed checks and balances
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Stakeholder Findings - Conclusion

42

• Moving Forward - Consensus on Identifying an Approach that:

✓ Ensures the utility is sustainable – i.e., provides consistent, safe (high quality), affordable water

✓ Supports the continued positive relationships and partnerships of the G5

✓ Provides flexibility in terms of financial contributions (recognizing investment will vary amongst the G5)

✓ Will recognize and be able to recruit the workforce necessary to ensure operational success

• Less Consensus on if the Model Should:

❑ Have full or limited operational autonomy

❑ Operate with a business mandate (i.e., pursue profit)

❑ Allow the G5 to share financial and operation risk with a third party

❑ Follow a flexible or more governed decision model
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Key Considerations
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Risk and Liability are High 

and Require Evaluation 
Important to ensure the model can 

support a utility that will produce safe 

drinking water and operate efficiently 

enough to be financial sustainable

Different Models have

Proven Effective 
Government (municipally) operated or 

business operated etc.

Takeaways
1) Need to ensure the expertise exists to deliver safe water. I.e. operational 

knowledge and understanding.

2) Need to consider the financial risk of large assets that requirement 

appropriate asset management.

3) Region’s could benefit from sharing financial and operational risk with 

private industry. 

Takeaway
1) A highly qualified Board of Directors – with the ability to make quick decisions 

tends to yield better results than more burdensome bureaucratic processes or 

mindsets.

2) If capital invested, and a ROI is expected – the operation is expected to and 

incentivized to ensure the utility is efficient, effective, sustainable and delivering 

a quality product. 

3) A third party business could be in a better position to attract needed human 

capital with related expertise to an area than a public sector utility. 



Project Lifecycle 

and Delivery Methods 

44
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Operations and Governance Modeling

Initial project activities focused on governance models and the different criteria that could 

be considered when evaluating them. 

As the project progressed, MNP (through various conversations and updates from the 

participating members) assessed that the discussions amongst the G5 needed to pivot to 

provide most value to the participating members in furthering their conversations on 

developing a shared water utility.

MNP recommended shifting the focus of the project to discussing delivery methods to 

leverage to operate the shared water utility. Acknowledging after that discussion, the group 

could then align the delivery method with the appropriate governance model(s). 
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Delivery Methods 
and Governance 
Modeling

Delivery Methods and Governance are 

Related:

• The overall delivery method will 

manage/structure what the governance 

model will govern

• Exploring and deciding upon one 

without the other will not set up the G5 

for success

• Given the variety and complexity of 

governance models, MNP 

recommended to focus on the delivery 

method first

• Governance considerations should still 

be explored but will generally follow the 

delivery method decision the G5 makes
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Project Lifecycle and Delivery Methods

In March 2021, MNP facilitated Regional Water Utility Workshop 2 with the G5. In order to 

manage the project lifecycle effectively, the G5 may consider various delivery methods (and 

eventually their corresponding governance structures). 

This section details the information that was provided at Workshop 2 to inform  

participants of the stages of the Project Lifecycle and explore a variety of options for the 

Delivery Method, along with key considerations. One of the key objectives of Workshop 2 

was to narrow down delivery methods to two feasible options. 
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Project Lifecycle

Determining a delivery method starts with understanding the project lifecycle. There are 

various components / phases in the lifecycle and at each phase a delivery method needs to 

be established.

The following section provided participants an opportunity to explore the project lifecycle 

and various delivery methods to move through that cycle, and some of the “pros” and 

“cons” of those options that informed the decision-making process during Workshop 2.
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Finance

Capacity to Contribute 

Capital

Grant Considerations

Risk Tolerance / Risk 

Profile

Build

Resources and Ability to 

Construct

Maintain

Asset Management 

Expertise

01 02 03 04 05

Design

Expertise to Design 

(Engineering Plan)

Own / Operate

Operational Expertise

Operational Capacity 

Project Lifecycle and Key Considerations
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Delivery Methods

Finance Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

Municipally

Led 1
Municipally

Designed / Contracted

Municipally

Built / Contracted

Municipally

Operated

Municipally 

Maintained

Municipally

Led Financing 

Design Contracted

to Third Party

Build Contracted

to Third Party

Private Partner 

Operated

Private Partner

Designed

Private Partner

Built

MCC- Municipally Controlled Corporation

MA – Intermunicipal Agreement

P3 – Private, Public Partnership

Private Partner 

Maintained

Maintained 

Together

Enter into agreement 

with P3 

(as MCC or other 

“entity”) and Finance 

Together

Enter into agreement 

with P3 (as MCC or 

other “entity”) and 

Owned / Operated 

Together

2

* 
Self 

Performed

Partially

Contracted

Fully

Contracted

* For simplicity we have laid out 3 common delivery methods, however, hybrids that     

appropriately match risk and capability have been utilized at other utilities. 

3
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Delivery Methods - Considerations

MCC- Municipally Controlled Corporation

MA – Intermunicipal Agreement

P3 – Private, Public Partnership

Self 

Performed

Partially

Contracted

Fully

Contracted

Important Considerations: Flexibility, Risk Profile and Cost Certainty

Least Cost 

Certainty

Most Cost 

Certainty  

Risk 

Retained

Risk 

Transferred

Most 

Flexible

Least 

Flexible 
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• Potential access to public 

sector grants / unique 

funding sources may not 

available to private sector

01 02 03 04 05

Self Performed Considerations

Finance Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

Municipally

Financed

1

Municipally

Designed / Contracted

Municipally

Built / Contracted

Municipally 

Maintained

A
d
va

n
ta

g
e
s

D
is

a
d
va

n
ta

g
e
s 

Municipally

Operated

• Municipality is ultimately 

taking financial 

responsibility and capital 

risk for initiating project

• Municipality carries all 

operational risk

• No contractual transfer of 

O&M over budget risk 

• No contractual requirements 

for quality and associated 

costs of remediation

• Municipality is responsible for 

service delivery standards (can 

modify quality standards and 

asset upgrades etc. more 

flexibly) 

• Full control of staff operations • Municipality is responsible to 

maintain - i.e. full control and 

decision making authority for 

their citizens 

• Recruiting expertise / finding 

human capital to ensure 

successful operations can be 

difficult in remote areas

• Recruiting expertise / finding 

human capital to ensure 

successful maintenance can be 

difficult in remote areas

• Political and budgetary pressures 

can lead to underinvestment in 

existing assets, demand for 

assets can easily outweigh need 

for expenditures on maintenance 

of the existing asset – result is 

deterioration of asset

• No contractual transfer of O&M 

over budget risk 

• Generally, tax payers bear 

risks of increased 

financing costs and/or 

budget overruns

• If contracted design and 

build - often at fixed price, 

so risks of overruns may 

be transferred to the 

private sector

• Full design control

• Greater flexibility to adjust 

design

• Design/Contracted means a 

level of design (i.e. conceptual) 

or function (e.g. Pumping 

Stations) may be done 

internally and a portion 

contracted

• May not have capability in 

house 

• Design risks are not 

contractually transferred to 

external parties

• Not able to bear financial risk 

of design failure

• Construction flexibility to 

adapt to design changes

• Full control of construction 

resources

• Design/Contracted means a 

portion of project may be 

constructed internally and a 

portion constructed externally

• May not have capability in 

house 

• Not able to bear quality, cost 

or schedule overrun

• Risks are not contractually 

transferred to external parties

• Operating failures due to 

construction issues are not 

contractually transferred

• May not be able to bear 

financial risk of operating 

failures due to construction 

issues
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Partially Contracted Considerations
A

d
va

n
ta

g
e
s

D
is

a
d
va

n
ta

g
e
s 

Municipally

Led Financing 

Design Contracted

to Third Party
Build Contracted

to Third Party

Maintained 

Together

Enter into agreement 

with P3 (as MCC or other “entity”) 

and Owned / Operated Together

• Construction manager will be 

selected for expertise and 

advisement to technical matters 

on build and costs (have built 

similar infrastructure before)

• Expertise: Designer will provide 

advice and industrial expertise to 

design

• Third party direct expertise ( this 

is their business)

• Construction manager can begin 

to engage trades and suppliers 

for aspect of to be build before 

the design is finalized

• Transfer of design risk to third 

party through contract 

• Control: owner can exert control 

over project’s budget and 

schedule through contract

• Construction quality, schedule 

and cost issues transferred to 

constructor by contract

01 02 03 04 05

Finance Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

2
• Potential access to public 

sector grants / unique 

funding sources not 

available to private 

sector

• Less flexibility on project 

changes due to impacts on 

financing agreements

• Return on capital 

expectations from private 

finance

• Covenants might be 

highly restrictive

• If contracted design and 

build - often at fixed price, 

so often risks of overruns 

is transferred to the 

private sector – lower risk 

of unanticipated costs

• Access to private funds

• Shared financing risks

• Flexibility of public sector to 

respond to public demands 

with private sectors 

resources

• Can be maintained by 

municipality or contracted 

for a portion or all of the 

facilities

• O&M risk transferred to 

third party if operations and 

maintenance are contracted 

out 

• Flexible design changes may 

not be allowed or will be costly

• Design issues ( if designer 

contracted by municipality) / 

changes will not be allowed or 

will be costly on construction 

costs

• Resource flexibility if delivered 

by municipality

• O&M risk transferred to third 

party if operations and 

maintenance are contracted 

out 

Design Build Contracting can be used to lower Design – Build Interface 

issues potentially lowering risk, cost and improving cost certainty

• Potential co-ordination, 

consistency issues if interfaces 

are not carefully managed 

• Blurred accountabilities for 

O&M issues and risk transfer 

• Potential co-ordination, 

consistency issues if interfaces 

are not carefully managed 

• Blurred accountabilities for 

O&M issues and risk transfer 
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Fully Contracted Considerations
A

d
va

n
ta

g
e
s

D
is

a
d
va

n
ta

g
e
s 

Private Partner Operated
Private Partner

Designed

Private Partner

Built

Private Partner 

Maintained

Enter into agreement with P3 

(as MCC or other “entity”) 

and Finance Together

• Expertise: construction 

manager will be selected for 

expertise to technical matters 

on complex partners

• Risk assumed by private sector 

generally extends beyond that 

of a conventional construction 

project

Greatest Risk transfer to private sector: financial, design, build, operating and maintaining obligations including meeting standard service delivery, cost overruns, market risk etc.

• P3’s have a better track record 

of completing construction on 

time or ahead of schedule 

because incentive exists 

(generally penalty provisions)

• Government prevents itself 

from deferring maintenance 

costs (budget constraints / 

political pressures)

• Well designed P3 will obligate 

private partner to property 

maintain asset

• Commonly thought of as 

more efficiently and cost 

effectively operated due to 

private sector incentives 

• Allows public sector (that faces limited resources to meet public demand) to focus on core tasks rather than (for example) construction or maintenance of physical assets

• Potential of reduced transparency to the public sector (from the private partner)

• Private sector can make 

use of investment capital 

from private sources not 

directly available to 

government 

• Can insulate government 

from risk of facing “quality 

of service issues”

• Private sector can sometimes 

act in a more economically 

rational manner (beyond 

political implications) i.e. price 

to meet required capital 

needed to support quality 

operations 

• Can contractually define and 

therefore control quality and 

service requirements 

demanded of the private 

partner

• Overall potential for less transparency in process with public  - some contracts / agreements discuss enhanced accountability reports etc.

• Private Sector designs and 

builds infrastructure often 

at fixed price, so often 

risks of overruns is 

transferred to the private 

sector

3

• Potential access to public 

sector grants / unique 

funding sources not 

available to private sector

01 02 03 04 05

Finance Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

• Perception of Return on Equity and profit component of functions provided not in alignment with risk accepted by P3 / partners

• Limited to no flexibility of public sector to respond to public demands (i.e. changes are difficult and costly and controlled by contracts and financing)
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Delivery Methods: Discussion

Considering practicality, risk, and the overall vision and principles established by the G5, 

Workshop 2 participants were asked which two delivery methods stand out at this time as 

the most viable. 

There was consensus that participants were not interested in a fully self performed method 

or a fully contracted method. There was agreement around utilizing a partially contracted 

method.

There was agreement that the Finance, Own / Operate and Maintain phases should be self 

performed by the municipalities. 

The two partially contracted phases narrowed down by participants were in the Design and 

Build phases. The two appealing approaches to the Design and Build Phases included:

1) Design – Bid- Build

2) Design - Build
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Delivery Methods: Discussion Summary

Finance Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

Municipally

Led 1
Municipally

Designed / Contracted

Municipally

Built / Contracted

Municipally

Operated

Municipally 

Maintained

Municipally

Led Financing 

Design Contracted

to Third Party

Build Contracted

to Third Party

Private Partner 

Operated

Private Partner

Designed

Private Partner

Built

Private Partner 

Maintained

Maintained 

Together

Enter into agreement 

with P3 

(as MCC or other 

“entity”) and Finance 

Together

Enter into agreement 

with P3 (as MCC or 

other “entity”) and 

Owned / Operated 

Together

2

* 
Self 

Performed

Partially

Contracted

Fully

Contracted

There was consensus that participants were not interested in a fully self performed method or a fully 

contracted method. A hybrid of the options was agreed to - as visualized below.

3
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01 02 03 04 05

Delivery Methods: Summary

Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

Municipally

Led Financing 1
Contracted to a Third

Party to Design and Build

Municipally

Operated

Municipally 

Maintained

Municipally

Led Financing 

Design Contracted

to Third Party

Build Contracted

to Third Party2

Partially

Contracted

Prior to discussing risk considerations (documented in the following section) the two Delivery Methods 

narrowed down by the workshop participants as the most appealing options in moving through the 

Project Lifecycle are summarized below.

Municipally 

Maintained
Municipally

Operated

Finance
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Risk Considerations 

During the Regional Water Utility Workshop 2 with the G5, risk considerations were discussed 

as they related to the introduced concepts of the Project Lifecycle and the Delivery Methods. 

• The following section documents the information and conversation on risk from the 

Workshop. This conversation was facilitated by building an understanding of:

• The multiple types of risk that need to be considered; and

• The ways in which risk can be transferred / mitigated through various delivery methods.

Fully appreciating the complexity and implications of risk is critical to making an informed 

decision around how the service will be delivered and managed over the complete project 

lifecycle. 

A key objective of this discussion was to understand and document risk profile / appetite at 

each stage of the delivery methods.
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Large Infrastructure Risk Types 

•Political and Policy Risk: change of law and policy that 

can arise from change in government

•Availability Risk: services required by public may be more 

or less than required under contract with public sector

•Project Prerequisites Risk: land availability and 

procurement 

•Residual Value Risk: could apply to asset value at point of 

transfer back to public transfer

•Project Failure Risk: if private partner faces bankruptcy or 

insufficient bidders, ultimate responsibility for service 

may revert back to public partner

•Completion and Design Risk: constructing asset on time 

and budget

•Financing Risk: interest rates, currency fluctuations, 

inflation etc.

•Life Cycle Risk: costs arising from operations and 

maintenance

•Operating Risk: human resources necessary to operate 

project, including service quality and operating 

performance

•Market (Demand) Risk: if demand for services is less than 

or more than predicted 
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Delivery Methods and Risk Transfer

61

Delivery Method

Design

Risk

Construction

Risk

Financial 

Risk

Operations, 

Maintenance (O&M) 

and Rehab Risk

Volume 

Risk

Revenue 

Risk

Traditional Design-

Bid-Build

*If Construction is 

contracted 

Design-Build

Design-Build-Finance

Design, Build, 

Finance, Operate and 

Maintain 

Yes, if 

volume 

based 

payment

Yes, if 

performance

-based 

payment

Self 

Performed

Partially

Contracted

Fully

Contracted

This chart was used to facilitate a discussion to understand and document risk profile / appetite of each of the G5 at each stage 

of the delivery methods. The X’s indicate where risk would not exist to the owner – due to the Delivery Method, the risk would 

be transferred to a third party (e.g. contractor, partner etc.). 
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Risk Transfer: Group Assessment 

62

Participants Polling Results from Workshop 2

Note: Design Risk and Construction Risk were not discussed, as they were previously agreed to as portions that would be contracted during the 
Delivery Method conversation. It is assumed participants are therefore “uncomfortable” with these risks and therefore looking to transfer them.

Participant
Financial 

Risk

Operations, Maintenance 

(O&M) and Rehab Risk

Volume Risk
(Volume = 

Demand for the utility)

Revenue Risk

Scale (1- 3)
1                                                                                                                            3

Comfortable with Specified Risk                                                                                          Uncomfortable with Specified Risk

MD Spirit River 2 1 1 1

Town of Spirit River 1.5 1 1 1

Village of Rycroft 2.5 1 1 1

Birch Hills County 1.5 1 1 1

Saddle Hills County 1.25 1 1 1

Average Participate Response 1.75 1 1 1

The chart above captures the responses participants gave when being asked their comfort with different types of risk. Financial Risk 

was the only risk that participants had some hesitation to state full comfort with.
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Risk Assessment: Summary

63

The completed Risk Assessment aligns with the participants preferred Delivery Method throughout the Project Lifecycle. Generally, in 

phases where participants felt comfortable with risk, the agreed delivery method was for that phase in the Project Lifecycle to be 
municipally led. In phases where participants felt less comfortable with risk, there was consensus that these phases be contracted to 
a third party to transfer risk. While there was some discomfort with financial risk, the general consensus was that the initiative will 
proceed at the pace at which funding is available (i.e. Federal and Provincial government grants and contribution from municipal
partners).

01 02 03 04 05

Finance Design Build
Own / 

Operate Maintain

Municipally

Led Financing 1
Contracted to a Third

Party to Design and Build

Municipally

Operated

Municipally 

Maintained

Municipally

Led Financing 

Design Contracted

to Third Party

Build Contracted

to Third Party2

Partially

Contracted

Municipally 

Maintained
Municipally

Operated

Risk

Assessment

1.75 

Somewhat Comfortable 

with Risk

N/A 

Not Comfortable with Risk
(Did not vote on these phases because consensus was reached that 

design and build would be contracted to third party)

1

Very Comfortable with Risk
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Vision and Principles

During the project, common sentiments for the water utility became pronounced through 

various stakeholder engagement activities (workshops and interviews). 

These common sentiments were used to draft a Vision and some key shared Principles to guide 

the further planning and development of the shared water utility.

During Workshop 2 the drafted Vision and Principles were discussed, refined and agree upon. 

This section captures these fundamental statements. It was agreed that the Intermunicipal 

Agreement (discussed in the next section) would capture the consensus through a formal statement 

as follows (or similar to): 

All municipal partners (“G5 members”) agree to adhere to the following guiding vision and 

principles for the Regional Water Utility Initiative, developed on March 18/19, 2021.
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Vision for Water System Collaboration

Establishing a common vision is critical to long-term success no matter the delivery method or 

governance model. The Vision will act as a compass for participants, ensuring that the purpose and 

desired outcomes of the initiative aren’t lost as a complex process continues to unfold.

The Vision drafted at the Workshop and agreed to by participating members:

“A water system that brings access to quality, cost controlled, sustainable water supply”
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Principles in support of the Vision are important to develop and document. The Principles drafted at the 

Workshop and agreed to by participating members:

1. Ensure sustainable (i.e., consistent) safe, high quality, affordable drinking water is accessible 

to their residents and other utility users.

2. Improve overall quality of life for residents in the regions, to support citizen retention.

3. Support collaborative and cooperative relationships between participating members.

4. Provide flexibility in terms of offering varying levels of financial commitment (including financial 

contributions and risk preferences) to participating members.

5. Be established to attract industry and enhance business development.

6. Consider future expansion in support of the vision and principles. 

Principles of Water System Collaboration
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Intermunicipal Agreement
Partner Commitment 

A key objective of this project was to explore governance options that would enable the G5 to successfully 

move forward in continual planning of the shared water utility. 

MNP has recommended that the G5 utilize an Intermunicipal Agreement as a mechanism to capture the 

consensus made to date, and establish a formal model to utilize in moving forward. The proposed 

Intermunicipal Agreement has been drafted to capture the areas of consensus from Workshop 2. This 

includes:

• Documentation of the agreed-upon vision and corresponding principles for the Regional Water 

Utility;

• Describing the structure and composition of a time-limited agreement until future operational and 

governance structures are established;

• Formally recognizing Saddle Hills as the lead of this initiative on a time-limited basis;

• Identifying internal roles and responsibilities for Participants; and,

• Mitigation measures for future disruptive factors / risks.
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Key Project Outcomes

Members of the G5, during Workshop 2 (March 18 & 19, 2021):

• Agreed in principle to draft a time-limited intermunicipal agreement until operational 

and governance structures are formalized. 

• Noting this document will have to be formally accepted and ratified by each 

respective municipal council. 

• Agreed to the drafted guiding vision and principles for the Regional Water Utility 

Initiative.

• Noting some minor adjustments to word changes may be made with the 

agreement of all the G5 partners, but the general sentiment will be kept.
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Project Wrap Up

Utilizing the various facilitated conversations and documented information shared to date, 

the G5 will move forward in ratifying a time-limited intermunicipal agreement drafted by 

MNP. This agreement will lead the G5, and any other possible participants, forward in 

planning the shared water utility until operational and governance structures are 

formalized.

With the agreement in place, Saddle Hills can formally lead the next stages of the initiative.

Saddle Hills will proceed with the construction activities within the scope of the current 

approved grant. MNP has included a Roadmap to support decision making and planning 

for the project lead as they tackle each phase of the Project Lifecycle. This Roadmap is 

appended to the report. 
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Project Lifecycle and Capital Project Stages 

MNP introduced the Project Lifecycle Phases during the Regional Water Utility Workshop 2 to the G5. As the G5 (led by 

Saddle Hills) moves forward through the Project Lifecycle, MNP has outlined an Implementation 

Roadmap aligning with typical Capital Project Stages. With these stages, MNP has outlined appropriate Stage Gates, Key 

Deliverables and Key Considerations. The visual below demonstrates how the Capital Project Stages correspond with the 

previously introduced Project Lifecycle Phases. 

In the Project Lifecyle Phases, “Finance” appears as the first phase, however, in the section below financial considerations and

key deliverables will be addressed along each stage of the project. 
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Initiation

Scope Definition 

(Engineering-Design 

Based Memoranda )

Project Definition 

(Engineering- Front 

End Engineering 

Design)

Operations

Phase 2

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Eng., 

Procurement, & 

Construction (EPC)

MaintainDesign
Own/ 

Operate

Stage 1

Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

Build

Phase 1

Finance

Capital Project

Stages

Project 

Lifecycle

Phases
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High-Level View
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Design

Initiation

Scope Definition 

(Engineering - Design 

Based Memoranda 

(DBM))

Project Definition 

(Engineering – Front 

End Engineering 

Design (FEED))

Operations

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Engineering 

Procurement, and 

Construction (EPC)

Stage 1

Stage Gate

Decision
Design Initiation DBM Acceptance Final Investment 

Decision
Project Acceptance

Project 

Stages

Stages and Stage Gates are often utilized for the effective project management of Capital Projects. Each stage in the project has a “Stage Gate” 

where a decision is made whether or not to transition from the previous distinct set of activities (i.e., stage) to the next set of activities (i.e., the 

next stage). 

This Implementation Roadmap was designed in stages to help Saddle Hills understand where key decision points are in the process. The 

Roadmap also details which Key Deliverables (documents) that correspond to each stage, and other Key Considerations that may take place at 

the point in time. 

Finally, the Roadmap also gives consideration to the ongoing development of the most appropriate Delivery Method for the Regional Water 

Utility. These considerations may touch on financing, operations, and governance aspects of the initiative.

Capital Plans and 

Yearly Budgets

Delivery Method

/ Governance

Milestones
Establish 

Intermunicipal 

Agreement 

Terms of Reference / 

Memorandum of 

Understanding for Municipally 

Controlled Corporation 

Negotiate and 

Contract Municipally 

Controlled Corporation 

Implement Municipally 

Controlled Corporation 
Operate Municipally 

Controlled Corporation 



Capital Project Stages
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Design

Initiation

Scope Definition 

(Engineering - Design 

Based Memoranda 

(DBM))

Project Definition 

(Engineering – Front 

End Engineering 

Design (FEED))

Operations

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Engineering 

Procurement, and 

Construction (EPC)

Stage 1

Project Plan

Risk Registers 

Engineering

Construction

Operations

Estimate and Scheduling

Financing

Delivery Method / Governance

Key

Deliverables

Stage Gate

Decision

Project Stages: Overview

Design Initiation DBM Acceptance Final Investment 

Decision
Project Acceptance

Project 

Stages
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The visual below provides an overview of what each of the following pages will outline per Stage of the project. 

Capital Plans and 

Yearly Budgets
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Stage 1: Initiation

Project Plan Project Charter

Risk Registers Preliminary Risk Review

Engineering Perform Functional Specification 

Construction Provision of Early Constructor Involvement

Operations Functional Specification Review 

Estimate and Scheduling Class 5 Estimates, Level 1 Schedule

Financing Preliminary Business Case 

Delivery Method / Governance Establish Intermunicipal Agreement 

Initiation
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Project Plan Preliminary Plan

Risk Registers Initial Risk Register 

Engineering Design Based Memorandum

Construction Preliminary Construction Plan / Schedule

Operations Design Input and Review 

Estimate and Scheduling Class 4 Estimate, Level 3 Schedule Engineering, Level 1 Schedule: Rest of Project

Financing Preliminary Finance Model, Updated Business Case

Delivery Method / Governance Terms of Reference / Memorandum of Understanding for Municipally Controlled Corporation 

Scope Definition
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Build

Initiation
Scope Definition 
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Project Definition 
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Procurement, and 

Construction (EPC)
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Project 

Stages

Key
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Project Plan Final Project Plan

Risk Registers Final Risk Register

Engineering Engineering Design Packages

Construction Preliminary Long Lead Procurement, Finalize Construction Plan and Schedule 

Operations Acceptance Criteria

Estimate and Scheduling Class 3 Estimate, Level 4 Schedule: Engineering, Level 3 Scheduling: Rest of Project 

Financing Completed Finance Model, Final Business Case, Final Investment Decision

Delivery Method / Governance Negotiate and Contract Municipally Controlled Corporation 

Project Definition

Build

Initiation
Scope Definition 

(Engineering- DBM)

Project Definition 

(Engineering- FEED)
Operations

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Eng., 

Procurement, and 

Construction (EPC)

Design

Stage 1

Final Investment 
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Project 

Stages
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Project Plan Manage Project Plan, Close-Out and Lessons Learned

Risk Registers Risk and Contingency Management 

Engineering Complete Issue for Construction (IFC) Drawings, Field Engineering / Changes, As-Built Drawings

Construction Mobilize, Construct, Commission, Demobilize  

Operations Commission and Acceptance 

Estimate and Scheduling Manage Change Orders and Project Reporting 

Financing Manage Finance Model, Change Order Process, Update Business Case, Close-Out Business Case
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Build
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Project Plan Complete Project Plan

Risk Registers Asset Lifecycle Monitoring and Planning

Engineering Review and Accept As-Builts, Day to Day Engineering

Construction Close out and Warranty Items 

Operations Operate

Estimate and Scheduling N/A

Financing Budgeting, Cost Control, Reporting

Delivery Method / Governance Municipally Controlled Corporation – Capital and O&M Plan Approvals

Operations

Build

Initiation
Scope Definition 

(Engineering- DBM)

Project Definition 

(Engineering- FEED)
Operations
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Design

Stage 1
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Project 

Stages
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Delivery Method Considerations

The following section outlines the key milestones and on-going activities related to the Delivery Method (which includes 

operations, governance, and finance components). The partners should carefully plan and execute these items as they move 

through the stages of the capital project.

After presenting a summary view that consolidates all the key milestones and major activities relating to the Delivery Method, 

each individual area – operations, governance and finance – are detailed individually. 

As yet, exact timings in relation to the ongoing capital construction project are not indicated in this section. As the timelines 

of the capital project become apparent, specific dates for the milestones and activities around the Delivery Method can be 

identified.

The following legend should be used to interpret the graphics in this section.
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Milestone that must be completed at (or before) the point marked

On-Going Activity marks a task that is more flexible in terms of when it must be completed but is nonetheless an 

integral part of the critical path

Legend:
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BuildInitiation
Scope Definition 

(Engineering- DBM)

Project Definition 

(Engineering- FEED)
Operations

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Eng., Procurement, 

and Construction

Design
Stage 1

Governance Overview

Project 

Stages

Establish Intermunicipal 

Agreement

• Review Initial Draft 

from MNP

• Update Draft 

Agreement and Share 

with Municipal 

Partners

• Ratify through 

Municipal Partners 

Councils

Establish 

Collaboration 

Committee

Evaluate Governance 

Models

Negotiate and Contract 

Municipally Controlled 

Corporation

• Meet with lawyer to 

incorporate new separate

legal entity 

Establish Municipally 

Controlled Corporation

• All documents 

signed and 

formalized

• Key administrative 

and governance 

personnel in place 

Operate Municipally 

Controlled Corporation

• Approve capital 

budget plans

Define Requirements for Municipally 

Controlled Corporation

• Explore Board of Directors composition

• Affirm business strategy (e.g., vision, 

principles, expected returns, etc.)

• Define operational needs (e.g., 

personnel, systems, processes)
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BuildInitiation
Scope Definition 

(Engineering- DBM)

Project Definition 

(Engineering- FEED)
Operations

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Eng., Procurement, 

and Construction

Design
Stage 1

Operations Overview

Project 

Stages

Continued Operations of

of Individual Assets

• Completed engineering

report to assesses 

infrastructure 

requirements and other 

feasibility considerations 

Define Requirements for

Municipally Controlled Corporation

• Explore Board of Directors composition

• Affirm business strategy (e.g., vision, 

principles, expected returns, etc.)

• Define operational needs (e.g., 

personnel, systems, processes)

Establish Municipally 

Controlled Corporation

• All documents 

signed and 

formalized

• Key administrative 

and governance 

personnel in place 
Scale-Up 

Operations

Define Operating Details:

• Define / refine business 

functions, controls, risk 

management plan, 

reporting, technology 

needs, human capital 

processes, etc. 

Review Operations

• Establish review 

protocols for 

operational efficiency 

and effectiveness

Create Financial Business Model for 

Municipally Controlled Corporation

• Evaluate and document potential 

rates, number of of rate payers, 

operating costs, reserve contributions, 

grant support, etc.
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BuildInitiation
Scope Definition 

(Engineering- DBM)

Project Definition 

(Engineering- FEED)
Operations

Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Detailed Eng., Procurement, 

and Construction

Design
Stage 1

Finance Overview

Project 

Stages

Maintain Reserves

• Establish asset 

management plan and 

manage reserves 

Pursue Grant Funding

• Apply for next round of 

additional funding

Review Partner Contribution

• Analyze and discuss projected 

municipal partner contributions

Review Budgets and 

Financial Model

• As utility serves 

rate payers, re-

evaluate cash flow 

etc.

Finalize Capital Build 

Financing Plan

• Final Investment Decision 

Point: Ensure formal 

capital commitment is 

known as this point:

Could include securing 

loans, securing partner 

contribution, securing 

grant

Create Financial Business 

Model for Municipally 

Controlled Corporation

• Evaluate and document 

potential 

rates, number of of rate 

payers, operating costs, 

reserve contributions, 

grant support, etc.


